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Abstract: In this paper, we explore the effect of social prompts offered by a computer supported
collaborative learning (CSCL) environment on student attitudes and behavior towards each other.
We do this by experimentally contrasting collaboration in two configurations, one that presents
students with social questions in between math problems and then uses the answers to those
problems to tailor the cover story and associated hints for the next problem, and a control
condition that uses the same problems, but does not use social questions for tailoring. Our finding
is that the social prompts changed the attitude students displayed towards one another. Whereas in
the control condition students took on a more competitive attitude, in the experimental condition
students were more playful. On the questionnaire students reported exchanging more help in the
experimental condition. An analysis of the corpus reveals no significant differences in amount of
help exchanged, but there was a significant difference in terms of non-help-related conversation
such that the proportion of episodes where help was provided was higher in the Experimental
condition. In terms of learning gains, the trend was consistently in favor of the experimental
condition in terms of learning between the pretest and the quizzes after each lab session as well as
the posttest, however these trends were not statistically significant overall. The strongest learning
result is that students in the experimental condition learned marginally more on one unit of the
material on the second lab day than students in the control condition (p=.06, effect size .55
standard deviations).

Introduction
We are in the beginning stages of an exploratory project, the goal of which is to enhance participation and
learning in the Virtual Math Teams (VMT) online math service by designing, developing, implementing, testing,
refining and deploying computer-supported tools to support facilitation in this lightly-staffed service. The key
research goal in the long term is to optimize a design and implementation for dynamic feedback in support of
collaborative problem solving that will maximize the pedagogical effectiveness of the collaboration by eliciting
behavior that is productive for student learning in collaborative contexts, such as the Virtual Math Teams
environment (Stahl, 2006). The study we report in this paper is one in a series of investigations into the design,
implementation, and evaluation of conversational agents that play a supportive role in collaborative learning
interactions (Gweon et al., 2006; Kumar et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2007). The ultimate goal of this long term
endeavor is to support collaboration in a way that is responsive to what is happening in the collaboration rather than
behaving in a “one size fits all” fashion, which is the case with state-of-the-art static forms of support such as
including assignment of students to roles (Strijbos, 2004), provision of prompts during collaboration (Weinberger,
2003), design of structured interfaces including such things as buttons associated with typical “conversation
openings” (Baker & Lund, 1997), instructions to guide learners to structure their collaboration (Webb & Frivar,
1999), or even various forms of collaboration training (Rummel et al., 2006). Our investigations thus far have been
in lab and classroom studies. The far less controlled VMT environment provides a more challenging environment in
which to test the generality and robustness of our prior findings, while at the same time providing a context where
successful technology for supporting collaborative learning interactions can reach a broad spectrum of kids in need
of support in their mathematics training.
In the VMT environment, collaboration is supported with a combination of scripting and human
moderation. The script based structuring is stage-based. Students work in small groups on the same problem over 3
sessions. In the first session, they work out solutions to the problem. In between the first and second sessions,
students receive feedback on their solutions from human moderators. In the second session, students discuss the
feedback they received on their respective solutions and step carefully through alternative correct solutions. In that
session and the subsequent session, they also discuss additional possible ways of looking at the problem including
variations on that problem in order to take a step back and learn larger mathematics principles that apply to classes

of problems rather than individual problems. Although the problem provides the opportunity to investigate multiple
possible solutions and to engage in deep mathematical reasoning, VMT researchers have found from analysis of chat
logs where students have worked together is that students tend to jump to finding one solution that works rather than
taking the opportunity to search for alternative solutions. The moderator plays an important role in stimulating
conversation between students, encouraging knowledge sharing and probing beyond a single acceptable solution.
Our long term goal is to use technology to support collaboration in this environment in two main ways,
both of which leverage our prior research on automatic collaborative process analysis (Donmez et al., 2005; Wang et
al., 2007b). The first approach is to deploy conversational agents to offer support by participating in the
conversation as in (Gweon et al., 2006; Kumar et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2007), where in all cases we observed a
positive learning effect from involvement of conversational agents in collaborative learning interactions in a chat
environment. In this case, automatic collaborative learning process analysis is used to detect when a conversational
agent should intervene in a conversation. The other way is to use the automatic analysis of the conversation to
construct reports that inform human facilitators of which groups are most in need of support (Rosé et al., 2007; Joshi
& Rosé, to appear). In this paper, we focus primarily on the first approach. Specifically, we report on an
exploration of how the participation of chat agents in the collaborative learning interaction changes the nature of the
interaction, and how that change in conversational processes affects how much students learn.
While there has been much work evaluating a wide range of conversational agents for supporting individual
learning with technology (Kumar et al., 2006; VanLehn et al., 2007; etc.), a similar effort in collaborative contexts is
just beginning. We have observed in our recent research that working collaboratively may change the way students
conceptualize a learning task and similarly how they respond to feedback (Wang et al., 2007; Wang & Rosé, 2007).
For example, Wang & Rosé found that students who worked in pairs approached an idea generation task more
broadly when they worked in pairs rather than individuals, in particular behaving in a way that indicated more of a
fluid boundary between tasks, whereas students who worked individually focused more narrowly on one task at a
time. Correspondingly, students who worked in pairs with feedback showed even more evidence of a connection
between tasks, where individuals with feedback during idea generation simply intensified their success within their
original narrow focus. This difference in how students responded to feedback when they worked individually and in
pairs tells us that before we will be able to effectively support collaborative learning with tutorial dialogue
technology in particular as well as intelligent tutoring technology more generally requires re-evaluating established
approaches
For decades a wide range of social and cognitive benefits have been extensively documented in connection
with collaborative learning, which are mediated by conversational processes. Based on Piaget’s foundational work
(Piaget 1985), one can argue that a major cognitive benefit of collaborative learning is that when students bring
differing perspectives to a problem solving situation, the interaction causes the participants to consider questions
that might not have occurred to them otherwise. This stimulus could cause them to identify gaps in their
understanding, which they would then be in a position to address. This type of cognitive conflict has the potential to
lead to productive shifts in student understanding. Related to this notion, other cognitive benefits of collaborative
learning focus on the benefits of engaging in teaching behaviors, especially deep explanation (Webb, Nemer, &
Zunita 2002). Other work in the computer supported collaborative learning community demonstrates that
interventions that enhance argumentative knowledge construction, in which students are encouraged to make their
differences in opinion explicit in collaborative discussion, enhances the acquisition of multi-perspective knowledge
(Fischer, et. al 2002). Furthermore, based on Vygotsky’s seminal work (Vygotsky 1978), we know that when
students who have different strengths and weaknesses work together, they can provide support for each other that
allows them to solve problems that would be just beyond their reach if they were working alone. This makes it
possible for them to participate in a wider range of hands-on learning experiences. Because of the importance of
these conversational processes, in our evaluation of the design of conversational agents for supporting collaborative
learning, we must consider both the learning that occurs when individuals interact with these agents in the midst of
the collaboration (i.e., learning from interaction with the agents) with learning that is mediated by the effects of the
agents on the interaction between the students. While in our previous recent studies we have focused on the first
source of learning, in the study reported in this paper, we focus on learning from changes in conversational
processes.
In the remainder of the paper, we begin by describing our current collaborative problem solving
environment, which we eventually plan to replace with the VMT environment augmented with our dynamic
collaborative learning support technology. We then discuss our hypotheses and experimental design. Finally, we
discuss our findings and current directions.

Infrastructure and Materials for Supporting Collaborative Problem Solving
The study we report in this paper was a classroom study where students worked in their school computer
lab in pairs using the collaborative problem solving environment displayed in Figure 1. In this section we discuss
this experimental infrastructure, which was used to conduct our investigation. We will discuss this infrastructure
both in terms of the technology we used and in how we set up the lab where the students worked.

Figure 1. Collaborative Problem Solving Environment for Experimental Condition.
The interface in Figure 1 has two panels. On the left is a chat interface, which allows students to interact with each
other as well as with the conversational agents that are triggered at different occasions during the problem solving
session. The panel on the right is the problem solving interface that allows students to collaboratively work on a
given problem. In this case the interface in the right panel was built using the Cognitive Tutor Authoring Tools
(CTAT) [14]. The CTAT panel has a problem layout and a hint button. The hint button triggers support built into the
CTAT environment. The hint messages are displayed in the Chat buffer. Both panels of the interface maintain a
common state across both the participants at all times creating a shared experience for the students. All actions
performed by a student in either of the panels are immediately communicated and reflected on the interface of the
other student. This integrated shared experience of problem solving is unique to this interface in contrast to systems
used in our earlier experiments where VNC was used to manage the shared problem solving interaction (Gweon et
al., 2006; Gweon et al., 2007).
Figure 2 shows an overview of the architecture used to develop the infrastructure for this study. This architecture
is principally similar to that used in our earlier work (Kumar et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2007). However the present
implementation of this architecture allows for a richer set of communications that enable creation of the integrated
shared problem solving experience. The filters module is responsible for managing the interaction. All interface
events resulting from student contributions to the chat interface and to the structured problem solving interface are

sent to the Filters module. Its purpose is to identify significant events in this stream that it then reflects back to the
interfaces of both students. It also uses these identified events to update its internal state. Other triggers such as
timers that keep track of time elapsed since the beginning of the session or since the last significant contribution of
each student are also used to manipulate the Filter module’s internal state. The internal state then is used to select
strategies for selecting dialogue agents to participate in the chat session. In our prior experiments we have used
different kinds of triggers including topic based filters, time-outs, interface actions, and conversational actions that
are indicative of the degree of engagement of the students in the discussion. Some of these event identifiers rely on
functionality provided by the TagHelper tools verbal protocol analysis toolkit 1 (Donmez et al., 2005; Wang et al.,
2007b). Our generic architecture is meant to be easily extended to work with other types of triggers such as cues
from other modalities like speech, eye-gaze, etc. We continue to improve the architecture to provide richer
communication and modularization.

Figure 2. Architecture underlying the Collaborative problem solving interface with
Conversational Agents
We employ two types of conversational agents for this experiment: simple social dialogue agents and cognitive
support gents implemented with the TuTalk authoring environment (Gweon et al., 2005; Jordan et al., 2007). The
social dialogue agents were designed to show a personal interest in the students by asking them to reveal their
personal preferences about things like food and extra-curricular activities. These agents simply prompted students
with a question such as, “Would you prefer pizza or hamburgers for dinner?” Strict turn taking is enforced in this
social dialog and a robust understanding module is used to map the student responses to one of the expected
answers.
The cognitive support conversational agents were authored with the TuTalk dialogue agent authoring system
(Gweon et al., 2005; Jordan et al., 2007). The TuTalk agent can lead a student through a knowledge construction
dialogue, which is an interactive directed line of reasoning meant to lead a student to understand a concept, such as
fraction division. As displayed in Figure 1, when the Filters module sends a notification to the Conversational
Agents module to trigger a particular cognitive support agent, the scheduled TuTalk agent is appended to a queue of
TuTalk Agents. The TuTalk agents in the queue act upon completion of the problem in the problem solving interface.
This strategy is motivated by the intention of not interrupting an ongoing conversation among the students. Problem
completion signals from the structured problem solving panel are assumed to correspond to major topic shifts in the
chat among the participants.
Here’s an example knowledge construction dialogue. In this case, all of the student contributions were from the
same student, but both students have the opportunity to participate. The goal of the conceptual dialogues was to
encourage students to think about the ideas behind the fraction arithmetic problems they were working on. Some
concepts related to fraction division are particularly counter-intuitive for middle school aged students.
1

TagHelper tools can be downloaded from http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~cprose/TagHelper.html.

Tutor: Another way to think of dividing by fractions is this: If I have 1 divided by 1/2, can I
turn that into something divided by 1?. If I want to turn the denominator, which is 1/2, into 1,
what do I need to do to it?
Student 1: yep
Tutor: Actually, you need to multiply by two. And If I multiply the denominator by 2, what do
I have to do to the numerator?
Student 1: 2
Tutor: Right. So 1 divided by 1/2 is the same as 2 divided by 1. So that is one reason why the
flip and multiply strategy for dividing by fractions works. If you multiply the denominator by
something to turn it into 1, you have to multiply the top by the same value. So let's try another
one. If I want to divide something by 2/3, what do I need to multiply the numerator and
denominator by?
Student 1: 3
Tutor: Actually, it is 3/2. You should think about why it's 3/2. We'll talk about it more later.
The arrangement of the lab in which our study was conducted was such that each student was sitting at his
own computer in such a way that collaborating pairs could not easily talk face-to-face since in all cases there was a
row of desks with computers in between that student’s row and the row where the partner student was sitting. The
students were not told who their partner was or where they were seated, and they were asked not to reveal their
identities, although in some cases they did. The purpose of this arrangement was to encourage communication
through the chat interface so that it could easily be recorded and eventually processed on line during collaboration.

Methodology and Results
Experimental Design
The purpose of our study was to test the effect of social prompts on student interactions with each other and
with the cognitive support agents. Our hypothesis was that the social prompts would increase student engagement in
the conversation. Our experiment was a simple two condition between subjects design in which students in the
experimental condition experienced interaction with social agents during two collaborative problem solving
sessions, and students in the control condition did not.
In the experimental condition, a social dialogue agent was notified when the student interface was ready to
begin a new problem. The social dialogue agents took the students through a directed system initiative dialogue to
elicit their preference on certain items. Based on the student’s preferences, the next math problem offered to the pair
was formulated to include the given responses to the social prompts. For example, the agent might ask student 1
“Student 1, if you had to choose between a long flight or a long car ride, which seems more uncomfortable?” The
student might indicate that a car ride would be preferable. Then the tutor agent might ask, “Student 2, which are
more entertaining–books or movies?”, and the student might respond that books are more amusing. These two
pieces of information were then used to fill in slots in a template that was then used to generate the math problem
that would then be displayed in the structured problem solving panel. In this case, the resulting story problem might
say, “Jan packed several books to amuse herself on a long car ride to visit her grandma. After 1/5 of the trip, she had
already finished 6/8 of the books she brought. How many times more books should she have brought than what she
packed?” The goal of the social dialogs was to give students the impression that the support agents were taking a
personal interest in them and that they had the opportunity to work together to create the math problems they were
solving.
In order to control for content and presentation of the math content, we used the same problem templates in
the control condition, but rather than presenting the social prompts to the students, we randomly selected answers to
the social questions “behind the scenes” from the same set of choices offered to the students in the experimental
condition. Thus, students in both conditions worked through the same distribution of problems.
The cover stories for the math problems used in this study were designed to be highly familiar to students.
The design of the pool of cover stories as well as the accompanying social questions were based on data collected
from an earlier pilot study in which urban middle school kids participated in a two week math camp focused on
fraction arithmetic. During those two weeks, students participated in 5 hour intensive instructional sessions 3 times
a week in which they were exposed to a progression of topics related to fraction arithmetic such as basic fraction

concepts, addition and subtraction of fractions with like denominators, addition and subtraction of fractions with
unlike denominators, fraction multiplication, and fraction division. During the two week period of time of the
summer camp, the students kept math journals about how they saw themselves using their math in their every day
lives outside of the in-class sessions. Each class session began with students sharing from their math journals about
how they used their math at home. Although many of the examples the students included in their journals were
examples of using numbers, but not necessarily the math they were learning at camp per se, the journal entries
provided a stimulus for a type of “math story game” in which the group worked together to weave the math stories
from the journals into fraction arithmetic problems, which the group then solved together. Often the group problem
solving discussion was conducted with the student who’s journal inspired the problem at the board leading the
discussion, with the support of the instructor. We observed that students became very excited about solving math
problems that they saw as being about themselves. Furthermore, we noticed certain consistent themes about the
stories students came up with. For example, students talked about buying things, cooking, measuring familiar
objects such as their room, or taking trips.

Experimental Procedure
The experimental procedure extended over 4 school days, with the experimental manipulation taking place during
days two (i.e., Lab Day 1) and three (i.e., Lab Day 2). The fourth day of the experiment was separated from the third
day of the experiment by a weekend. Teams remained stable throughout the experiment. The students were
instructed that the teams would compete for a small prize at the end of the study based on how much they learned
and how many problems they were able to solve together correctly. The second and third days were lab days in
which the students worked with their partner. Each lab session lasted for 45 minutes. At the end of each lab period,
the students took a short quiz, which lasted about 10 minutes. At the end of the second lab day only, students
additionally filled out a short questionnaire to assess their perceived help received, perceived help offered, and
perceived benefit of the collaboration. On the fourth experiment day, which was two days after the last lab day, they
took a post test, which was used for the purpose of assessing retention of the material.

Subjects and Materials
Thirty sixth grade students from a suburban elementary school participated in the study. The students were
from 2 different classes taught by the same teacher, with 16 students in the first class and 14 students in the second
class. Students were arranged into pairs by the experimenter in such a way as to maintain a roughly consistent
average grade so far in the course between pairs, and a balanced average grade so far in the course per condition.
The materials for the experiment consisted of the following:
•
•

•

A mathematics tutoring program covering problems on fraction addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division.
2 extensive isomorphic tests (Test A and Test B) were designed for use as the pre-test and the post-test.
Likewise, we had Quiz A and Quiz B, which were designed to be isomorphic to a subset of the pre/post tests.
Thus, quizzes are shorter versions of the tests. Thus, we were able to use gains on quizzes to measure learning
within sessions and pre to post test gains as a measure of retention (since there was a two day lag between the
last lab day and the post-test).
Questionnaire. As a subjective assessment of socially oriented variables, we used a questionnaire with 8
questions related to perceived problem solving competence of self and partner, perceived benefit, perceived
help received, and perceived help provided. Each question consisted of a statement such as “The other student
depended on me for information or help to solve problems.” and a 6 point scale ranging from 0, labeled
“strongly disagree”, to 5, labeled “strongly agree”. This questionnaire was developed and used in our previous
work (Gweon et al., 2007).

Results
We began our analysis by investigating the socially oriented variables measured by means of the questionnaire,
specifically perceived problem solving competence of self and partner, perceived benefit, perceived help received,
and perceived help provided. Recall that students responded to each question using a 6 point likert scale, ranging
from 0, which signified strong disagreement, to 5, signifying strong agreement. The only significant differences
were in terms of perceived help received and perceived help provided. Students in the experimental condition rated
themselves and their partner significantly higher on offering help than in the control condition.

Table 1 Questionnaire Results
Perceived Self Competence

Control
4.2 (.56)

Experimental
4.1 (.23)

Perceived Partner Competence

4.3 (.62)

3.9 (.49)

Perceived Benefit of Collaboration

4.5 (.74)

4.4 (.70)

Perceived Help Received

1.8 (1.3)

3.3 (.69)

Perceived Help Provided

1.8 (1.1)

3.1 (1.1)

In order to investigate whether students in the experimental condition actually offered each other more help, we
coded the chat logs from each lab day with a coding scheme developed in our previous work (Gweon et al., 2007).
In order to make the sometimes cryptic statements of students clearer during our analysis, and also to provide an
objective reference point for segmenting the dialogue into meaningful units, we merged the logfile data recorded by
the problem solving interface with the chat logs recorded from the chat window using time stamps for alignment.
We then segmented the conversational data into episodes using the log files from the tutoring software as an
objective guide. Each episode was meant to include conversation pertaining to a single problem solving step as
reified by the structured problem solving interface. Conversation related to a single social prompt also counted as 1
episode. And conversation related to one cognitive support agent also counted as 1 episode. All entries in the log
files recorded by the tutoring software refer to the step the action is associated with as well as any hints or other
feedback provided by the tutoring software. Note that steps where no conversation occurred did not have any
episode associated with them.
Our coding scheme has 5 mutually exclusive categories, namely (R) Requests received, (P) Help Provision,
(N) No Response, (C) Can’t Help, and (D) Deny Help. Along with the “other” category, which indicates that a
contribution does not contain either help seeking or help providing behavior, these codes can be taken to be
exhaustive. The first type of conversational action we coded were Help Requests (R). Help Requests are
conversational contributions such as asking for help on problem solving, asking an explicit question about the
domain content, and expressing confusion or frustration. Not all questions were coded as Requests. For example,
there were frequent episodes where students discussed coordination issues such as whether the other student wanted
to go next, or if it was their turn, and these questions were not coded as help requests for the purpose of addressing
our research questions. Adjacent to each coded help request, in the column associated with the partner student, we
coded four types of responses. Help provisions (P) are actions that attempt to provide support or substantive
information related to the other student’s request, regardless of the quality of this information. These actions are
attempts to move toward resolving the problem. Can’t help statements (C) are responses where the other student
indicates that he or she cannot provide help because he or she doesn’t know what to do either. Deny help (D)
statements are where the other student responds in such a way that it is clear that he or she knows the answer but
refuses to stop to help the other student. For example, “Ask [the teacher], I understand it” or “Hold on [and the other
student proceeds to solve the problem and never comes back to answer the original question]” are type D statements.
And finally, no response (N) are statements where the other student ignores help requests completely. Each chat log
was coded separately by 2 coders who then met and resolved all conflicts. Note that often where help requests are
not met with a verbal provision of help, the students are still able to collaboratively or independently work out an
answer to their questions, at least at the level of moving forward with the problem solving. In some cases, however,
the students seem to move forward through guessing.
Here are two example episodes where a help request is met with the provision on help.
Student 1: What operation do we do?
<student 2 tries multiplication and gets negative feedback from the problem solving
environment>
<student 2 tries divide and gets positive feedback from the problem solving
environment>
Student 2: We divide. Now look at the problem, what is the other fraction we must
divide by?

Student 1: What do we put on top of the fraction?
Student 2: Did you find a common denominator?
<student 1 correctly finds the common denominator>
Here are two example episodes where a help request is met with a Can’t help response. In the
second example, the student who requested help eventually figured out what to do on his own.
Student 1: Why 16?
Student 2: I don’t know.
Student 1: I need help.
Student 2: Same
Student 1: 23/2
Student 2: What’s 23/2?
Student 1: 11.5
Here are two example episodes where a help request is met with a Deny help response. In the first
case, the student who asked for help was able to figure out the answer by guessing.
Student 1: I don’t get it
Student 2: hold on
<then student 1 tried something and got negative feedback from the problem
solving environment.>
<finally student 1 tried something else, which was correct, and got positive
feedback from the problem solving environment>
Student 1: I don’t know what to do
Student 2: click on the help button
Here are two example episodes where a help request is met with no response. In both cases the
students seem to find the answer by guessing.
Student 1: I don’t get it
<student 2 tries something and gets negative feedback from the problem solving
environment>
<student 2 tries something else and gets negative feedback from the problem
solving environment>
<student 2 clicks on the help button>
<student 1 tries something that is correct and gets positive feedback from the
problem solving environment>
Student 1: ?
<student 2 tries something and gets negative feedback from the environment>
<student 1 tries something, which is correct, and gets positive feedback from the
environment>
Table 2 displays the results from our coding of the corpus. First, we see that there is a significantly larger total
number of episodes on the transcripts from the Experimental condition. Recall that all episodes contain some
conversation. Steps where no conversation occurred do not count in our total number of episodes. The larger
number of episodes in the Experimental condition is primarily due to the fact that episodes in which social prompts
were given to students only occurred in the Experimental condition, and two of these occurred between every
problem solved during the Experimental condition.

Table 2 Results from Corpus Analysis
Experimental (Day 1)

Experimental (Day 2)

Control (Day 1)

Control (Day 2)

Total Episodes

47.1 (8.2)

61.3 (12.3)

33.8 (17.9)

49.1 (26.9)

Social Prompt Episodes

24.1 (9.9)

33.7 (16.2)

0 (0)

0 (0)

Help Episodes (P)

.79 (1.6)

.36 (1.1)

1 (1.3)

1.4 (2.9)

Unanswered Help
Requests (C+R+N)
Non-Help Episodes

2.4 (2.7)

1.4 (1.9)

2.2 (1.9)

1.4 (1.4)

19.9 (5.6)

35.8(9.3)

30.6 (16.3)

46.3 (25.1)

Looking at the totals in Table 2, our finding regarding the average number of help provisions was that contrary to
what we might suspect based on the questionnaire data, there was no significant difference between conditions,
although there was a non-significant trend for fewer verbal help provisions to be given in the Experimental
condition. The number help requests met with no verbal form of help was not different between conditions.
However, there were significantly more non-help related conversational episodes in the control condition transcripts.
Thus, the students in the control condition may have perceived less help behavior because there was a lower
proportion of helping behavior. Overall, we observed that students displayed more negative affect in the control
condition. Insults like “looser”, “you stink”, “stupid” only occurred in the control condition, never in the
experimental condition, based on a keyword search analysis. Here is an example:
Student 1: finally
Student 2: Shut up
Student 1: oooooooooo burn
Student 2: I don't like you
Student 1: fine be that way
Student 2: how did you get that
Student 1: Guessing
Student 2: good, do you got it?
Student 1: no
Student 2: well too bad
The learning gains analysis offers some weak evidence in favor of the experimental condition on learning.
The trend was consistently in favor of the experimental condition when comparing pretest to Quiz 1, Quiz 1 to Quiz
2, and pretest to posttest, although none of these comparisons were statistically significant. The strongest effect we
see is on lab day 2 where students in the experimental condition gained marginally more on the segment of the test
related to interpretation problems (p=.06, effect size .55 st. dev.).

Conclusions and Current Directions
In this paper we report on a study investigating the effect of social agents on conversational processes in a
collaborative problem solving environment. Our finding was that while the social prompts encode no instructional
material, they were not just extraneous entertainment either. The social prompts affected student attitudes and
behavior towards each other. Furthermore, our study provides some weak evidence in favor of social prompts in
connection with student learning.
While the effect of the social agents’ prompts on student attitudes and behavior towards each other is
promising, we are not satisfied with the interaction between the cognitive support agents and the student pairs. In
particular, although we consistently see positive learning effects in our studies in conditions with the cognitive
support agents in contrast to conditions without (Wang et al., 2007; Kumar et al., 2007), the agents often seem to
appear as an interruption in the conversation. And students are frequently observed to “talk around” the agents
rather than interacting with the agents. Based on results from an earlier study in which student interaction with a
cognitive support agent in an individual learning scenario was intensified with the inclusion of social conversation
(Rosé & Torrey, 2005), we hypothesized that the social agents in this study would positively effect the interaction
between students and the cognitive support agents. However, we did not observe any difference between conditions
on behavior with the cognitive support agents. Thus, in our current work an important focus is on improving the

social graces of our cognitive support agents so that they enter the conversation with more sensitivity, and engage
students’ attention before proceeding with their attempted interactive instruction.
This work was supported by National Science Foundation grant number IERI REC-043779.
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